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You know you are living in the 21st

century when…

8. Your smart phone is always next to your bed and 
the first thing you do before you get up is check 
your messages.

9. You changed vacation or restaurant plans based 
on Wi-Fi availability.

10. You haven't played solitaire with real cards in 
years.



You know you are living in the 
21st century when…

4. You pull up in the driveway and use your smart  
phone to see if anyone is home to help you carry 
in your groceries. 

5. You bring your smart phone to the bathroom.

6. You e-mail or text the person who works at the 
desk next to you. 

7.  You pick up your child at their friends house and 
you text them to let them know you have arrived, 
rather than going to the door.



You know you are living in the 21st

century when…

1. You need a password for 
EVERYTHING, you always use the 
same one and everyone knows what it 
is.

2. You multitask during meetings –
talking, checking phone and taking 
notes on laptop.

3. Your reason for not staying in touch 
with friends and family is that they 
don't use Social Media.



 Over 168 million emails,
 25 hours of video,
 6000 pictures
 98,000 tweets are posted 

online every minute.

 2.4 Billion people on the internet
 6 Billion Mobile Subscribers
 1 Trillion Devices Connected to 

the Internet 



What does

look like?



How to Work Smart

Best Practice Tools
Best Practice Processes
Best Practice Behaviours



1.  Become more                                         
pro-active vs. re-active.

2.  Always know 
exactly what to do next.

3.  Deliver results
when you say you will.

The Key Behaviours 



Clear the Clutter



Productivity Pirates

What stops you from Working Sm@rt?
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Workplace Pirates

Regularly, we ask: 
“What is your number one Productivity Pirate?

1. Shifting priorities - 36%
2. Email / texting - 27%
3. Colleagues 'dropping by' - 18%
4. My inability to focus on priorities - 16%
5. Attempting too much - 3%

(Total Votes: 1,789)



Are you Working Smart?

The picture can't be displayed.



Productivity Strategy 1

Plan your Day

86,400 Seconds each day



Centralize Your Work (HomeBase)

Fixed time 
commitments

Flexible Work



Why Plan?

To better execute our work

To understand the impacts of change

To communicate the impacts of change

Planning

…failure to do that…



Self Control Stress ProductivitySelf -



Review today’s calendar & tasks1

Daily Planning Process

Clean your in-box2

Review tomorrow’s calendar & tasks3

Prepare for meetings4

Schedule time for priority tasks5

Schedule breaks, email & personal 
activities
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Productivity Strategy 2

Manage Your Emails Effectively



What makes you MAD about email?



To…        Person(s) responsible for taking action

Cc…       Need to be informed with no action

Bcc…     Not for internal use

Subject…   (The Ask) Precise and related to the subject/topic

The Header



Effective Emailing

 Check your email on a regular (but not too regular) basis.

 Triage your messages

 Set up Rules that will automatically file, delete, highlight, 
forward to prioritize incoming emails.

 Create a simple filing system for emails you need to 
retain; don’t store them in your Inbox.

 End your day with an empty Inbox!



Productivity Strategy 3

Optimize Your 

Technology



Alignment
“We call ourselves a 
team but we are not 
always on the same 

page” 

Accountability
“We’re never sure who’s 

accountable for what.”

Communications
“Our team meetings take 
up a lot of time but don’t 

always get results.”

Collaboration
“Our team projects 

are all over the map.”Technology
“Technology should be the 

answer but it’s drowning us in a 
sea of emails and tasks that we 

never seem to get to.”

Teamwork is Important 
– Quick Team Health Check



An Esprit de Corps
A shared common set of Principles, 
Processes, and Tools that unites a diverse 
group dedicated to achieving common Goals.



The 21st Century Workplace



A Collection of Notebooks



Using OneNOTE



Microsoft TEAMS



Choosing Apps to support Results
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Office 365 Periodic Table



Microsoft TEAMS is a Productivity 
Hub

Our Information 
Management 

Tool

Our Shared Task 
and Activity Tool

Internal 
Communications

Our Daily Planning 
Tool



Plan Your Day

Manage Your 
Emails 
Effectively

Optimize Your 
Technology



What are the Payoffs?

 Get more done in the day

 Gain control over your inbox

 Stay on top of your clearly defined priorities

 Gain sense of achievement

 Become more pro-active

 Always know exactly what to do next

 Deliver results when you say you will

 Improve work/life balance



Priority’s Balance Wheel



Next Steps?



Want to know just how 
PRODUCTIVE you really are?

Have you ever considered how much time you 
spend on unproductive tasks on a daily basis?

More importantly, how much time you could get 
back each day if you knew how?

Take the Productivity Challenge…

www.prioritymanagement.com/productivitychallenge



Tonya Lundrigan
tlundriganfry@prioritymanagement.com

902-830-9730

mailto:tlundriganfry@prioritymanagement.com
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